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Abstract 

Good corporate governance (GCG) is a principle implemented by the company to ensure that the interests of 

stakeholders are not neglected. GCG consists of five main pillars which are transparency, accountability, 

responsiveness, independency, and fairness. In Indonesia, GCG implementation has not been effective enough as it is 

only necessarry for large companies and the public. The instrument used to assess GCG implementation is not 

appropriate either, examples of such are its portion, the existence and role of independent commissioners, portion, 

the existence and role of the audit committee, and ownership structure. This paper analyzes the implementation of 

culture found in Indonesian people living in GCG system. With the implementation of this social culture, the 

corporate GCG is better in its implementation because it is built on the noble values of the people. It then became the 

Pancasila which is the philosophy of Indonesia as such the the GCG implementation is accessed using the Pancasila 

Corporate Governance Index (PCGI). 
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1. Introduction 

Good corporate governance (GCG) is one of the principles used for increasing efficiency and economic growth as 

well as improving investor’s confidence (Shleifer and Robert, 1997). It involves a set of relationships between 

company management and the board of commissioners, shareholders and other stakeholders that also provide 

structures with the aim of monitoring performance (OECD, 2015). Furthermore, GCG provides adequate incentives 

for the board of commissioners and management with the aim of ensuring the interests of stakeholders are monitored 

effectively (Sutojo & John, 2005). Its existence between the company and stakeholders assists to generate the level 

of trust needed in the economic market. As a result, the cost of capital is lowered and companies’ resources become 

more efficient, and this in turn improves economic growth (Tiwari, 2010; Skare&Tea, 2016). The GCG framework 

depends on legal aspects, policy makers and institutional environments (Osborne, 2017; Hill, 2005). The business 

ethics factor and the company's concern for the environment and social interests also determine the company's 

reputation in long-term success (Meilina, 2016; Hasan & Yun, 2017; Bachev, 2018; Lestari et al., 2019; 

Mukhtaruddin et al., 2019).  

In conducting the company’s operations, GCG indicators are employed to give high trust to the company. In 2015, 

Anti-Corruption Clearing House assessed GCG indicators by conducting surveys of three indicators including Doing 

Business Index (DBI), Corruption Perception Index (CPI), and Global Corruption Barometer (GCB). The results of 

this survey state that Indonesia is ranked in the world below Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Brunei, Vietnam and the 

Philippines in almost all indicators. Indonesia is only better than Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar. This should be a 

special concern to be improved in the Indonesian economy as a whole. The low Indonesian GCG indicator is caused 

by high levels of corruption (Ragawino, 2008; Santosa, 2008; Handoyo, 2011; Pangaribuan, 2013; Sarwono et al., 

2018). In 2015, the results of the Asian perceptions of corruption index survey showed that Indonesia's CPI score 

was 36 as it was placed 15 in Asia and 88 in the world rankings. The Indonesian CPI score was below Singapore, 

Malaysia and Thailand even though the score and rank rose. Indonesia's ranking is only slightly better than the 

Philippines, Vietnam and Myanmar.  
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Through paying attention to the importance of GCG, Indonesia designed for GCG improvements. In 2000, the 

country formed a National Committee on Corporate Governance Policy (NCCGP) through the Decree of the 

Coordinating Minister for the Economy, Finance and Industry. The main task of this committee is to formulate and 

arrange national policy recommendations of GCG, and initiate and monitor its improvements in Indonesia. In 

monitoring and evaluating the implementation of GCG, the Indonesian Institute for Corporate Directorship (IICD) 

was formed with the main task of assessing the level of GCG implementation. Although efforts have been made to 

monitor, but the implementation has not gone well. Each indicator of the GCG mechanism has problems in its 

implementation including the board of commissioners, board of independent commissioners, audit committee and 

ownership structure.  

The board of commissioners has the main function of supervising the board of directors. However, the 

implementation of the duties and functions by them is not yet clear which made the recruitment and orientation 

system work less, hence the size and composition of the board of commissioners also have no clear arrangements. 

The board processes at the general meeting of shareholders still need to be improved while interactions between 

them and the directors are not well established. This has affected the proper regulation of the organizational structure 

which is a function of the financial information systems needed by them at all times (Muntoro, 2006). The 

effectiveness of their role has been below par, because they cannot detect the irregularities committed by the 

company in the form of profit bubbles and income distribution (Lestari & Murtanto, 2018, Junaedi & Khoirina, 

2017). The independent board of commissioners is not from the company and does not own any of the company’s 

shares. Their role is still not well implemented because they are not appointed through a general meeting of 

shareholders. In addition, many are not having the neccassary business background yet aged 50 years and above. 

This thus makes their role in the supervision of and performance for the company, both financial and non-financial 

performance, limited (Maryati, 2018; Dewi, 2014, Debby, et al., 2014; Siahaan, 2013; Mukhtaruddin, 2014; Agustina, 

2017; Adeniyi & Fadipe, 2018; Odoemelam & Okafor, 2018). 

The audit committee is tasked with providing professional and independent opinions concerning reports submitted to 

the Board of Commissioner. The report is in the form of corporate policy recommendations and directives for the 

future such that the company's goals can be achieved effectively. The role of the committee in its implementation 

does not make a meaningful contribution to the company (Mukhtaruddin, 2014; Adam, et al., 2015; Almaqoushi, 

2017; Alqatamin, 2018), even though it is one of the important elements in GCG with set rules governing auditing 

regarding the number and portion of those who have academic backgrounds from accounting and financial 

management. However, in its implementation, regulation would not be fulfilled without giving sanctions to 

companies that did not obey the rules.  

Ownership structure is a portion of the company's shareholders consisting of managerial, institutional, family, 

government, foreign, and public ownerships. In some companies the structure is concentrated in one of the 

ownerships such as the family. For instance, the dominance of the family is very evident in some company's decision 

making processes including determining the board of commissioners and directors at the general meeting of 

shareholders and other policies such as investment policies. With the high investment policy, the possibility of 

earning profits in the future will be higher, but it will be disadvantageous to shareholders, because it does not 

distribute dividends (Shyu, 2011, Giovannini, 2010; Dharmadasa, 2014; Tsao, et al, 2009). Similarly, in companies 

with government concentrated ownership, government intervention and political interests are very dominant in the 

company's decision-making process making professionalism and commitment less noticeable. Achieving long-term 

corporate goals is also difficult to achieve because once a change in power or regime occurs, company leaders with 

concentrated government ownership often get replaced. There have been instances whereby some company leaders 

get removed in the course of their leadership period due to political reasons and agendas (Situmorang, 2010). 

The above problems can also be seen from the participation of Indonesian companies in the Corporate Governance 

Perception Index. In 2017 only 67 companies in Indonesia were considered to have good GCG implementation as 

compared to the 26.71 million companies operating in Indonesia (BPS, SE2016). This is an interesting phenomenon 

to study with the implementation of GCG in Indonesia focusing on indicators that have a role in it. The 

implementation must be built within the company first, via building a culture and value system in a company that 

comes from social culture. This social culture concerns human values like spirituality, justice and civilization, unity, 

leadership and non-profit and shared prosperity. Now by implementing socio-cultural values in GCG, its principles, 

such as transparency, accountability, responsibility, independence and fairness can be effectively realized. 

The differences in the cultural and social orders of each country are causing the difference in the implementation of 

GCG (Anderson, 2015; Griffin, 2014). The need to develop GCG implementation in Indonesia is seen by considering 
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the noble values of the people. Therefore, research will test and discuss the internalization of the noble values in the 

implementation of corporate governance. The noble values of the nation and the culture of society are the norm to 

regulate the order of people's lives (Sibarani, 2012). These values are manifested in the basic form of the Pancasila. 

Pancasila consists of five precepts which include recognition of the noble values associated with the recognition of 

human rights including religious life, fair and civilized treatment of the people, protection of the integrity of the state, 

a decision-making process that prioritizes deliberation and agreement and focuses on improving welfare society. The 

Five principles of Pancasila consist of forty-five points and conduct an analysis of the content of information 

provided in the annual report. Forty-five points are compared with the disclosures made by the company, thus the 

index of disclosure of GCG based Pancasila can be calculated (Pancasila Corporate Governance Index=PCGI).  

The noble and cultural values of Indonesia gathered in Pancasila create Indonesian GCG that makes it easier to 

implement and achieve. Thus the main objective of the company to improve stakeholder’s gain can be achieved 

effectively. Although the changes occur in form of space, time, organizational style, and human resources changing, 

this nonetheless have had minimal effect as the uniqueness of corporate GCG remains well implemented. This means 

that the substance of the nation's noble values has never disappeared, continues in the people's lives. Therefore, the 

GCG building will be strong always if GCG is built on the basis of the nation's noble values.  

Anderson (2017) explained that culture is very influential on the success of implementing GCG and this is also in 

line with the research conducted by Ntongho (2016), Price (2018), Lopis, el. al (2007), and Rafiee (2012). It shows 

that the cultural aspects that exist in the community or within the organization are one of the factors on which the 

success of implementing GCG depends. Therefore, research explores the noble values and national culture that has 

grown in the community, which has become a basic foundation of national culture internalized in the implementation 

of GCG in the company. The noble values in Pancasila are implemented by the company, thus each individual is 

proud and works with high motivation. Then the company's performance will increase (Hermanto and Rusdin, 2013). 

In the theory of The Planned of Behavior (TPB) reported that behavior in a company based on noble values and 

social order has existed for a long time, and that information reader reacts according to the information presented. 

Therefore, investores would react positively with good PCGI and this in turn increases the stock transaction.  

The noble value of the nation in the first principle of Pancasila, the One and Only God, requires a religious life in the 

company. With high religious values, supervision, control, and individual responsibility will be better because it 

cannot be hidden from God. With the existing religious values in the company, the policy taken must see the interests 

of the company individually and its usefulness to the social environment (rahmatin lil alamin) (Baxamusa, 2013; 

Kusi-Mensah, et al, 2007; Sarapatka; 2016; Rahman, 2002, Cai, 2017). This first principle deals with responsibility 

in good governance. Religious life requires taking responsibility for all deeds that are done. The existence of 

religious supervision in the activities will encourage everyone to walk according to the rules and regulations applied.  

The second principle of Pancasila is fair and civilized humanity, which deals with issues of justice and equal 

treatment and no discrimination. Treating all individuals in the company in a fair manner where everyone have rights, 

obligations, responsibilities, and equality, then each individual would strive to realize their respective duties and 

responsibilities. Thus each individual does well and is accountable for everything done. Policies taken based on the 

duties and responsibilities of each individual are reliable and applicable to all, favoring no party (Heiller, 2001; 

Arshad, et al., 2012; Kalay, 2016; Diab, 2015; Mohameed, 2014). Harmonization of the relations between 

individuals in the company and it leaders is needeed for the company's sustainability in the future  

The third principle of Pancasila is the Indonesian Unity. It deals with the values of unity in the company and 

encourages more of it in the Indonesian state as a whole. The values of unity and pride in the country must be 

developed in the company through high tolerance in the face of diversity.Values encourage policy makers in 

companies to maintain the level of such unity (Jaja, 2014; Harung, 1995; Ordu, 2016) and it also reflects the 

compactness of all individuals in the company to achieve set goals which serves as the input for investors to make 

investment decisions in the future.  

The fourth principle of Pancasila is People's Leadership, led by wisdom in consultation or representation, which 

develops great leadership in Indonesia, i.e. (a) In the form of role models, (b) in the midst of encouragement, and (c) 

in the back of motivating (Dewantara, 1922). One of the keys to the company's success is determined by the 

leadership style in the company. If a leader possesses all three attributes, then such a person is bound to be of polite 

character and can easily attain right positions (Imran, 2012; Pradeep, 2011; Koech, 2012). 

The fifth principle of Pancasila is social justice for all Indonesian people. It contains national cultural values that are 

related to the welfare of society in general. The company's strategies to obtain high profits involves the community, 

therefore the company must pay attention to the welfare of the community around the company. Triple-bottom line 
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reporting requires companies to focus on the 3Ps which are profit, people and the planet. Company sustainability 

requires an increase in profits used for the development of the company. And this company's development policy 

must be balanced with the community welfare program including shareholders, leaders, employees (Molnar, 2015), 

because the right company policy encourages the company to do better and move forward in the future. The 

importance of this information cannot be overemphasized for investors to making a policy of investing in the 

company 

Through interacting with the noble values of the people implementing GCG, individual in the company would have a 

sense of belonging. And this system targets the development of the individual social order within the company to 

makes them stay committed to set goals. The policy making process includes all management levels in the company 

(culture of non-profit), which facilitates proper realization of results. Kotter&Heskett's (1992) research was 

conducted for 10 years in 14 of America's best companies and the research showed that the success of a company is a 

function of the strong supporting culture. The research also stated that; in companies with strong culture, employees 

tend to cooperate with company leaders, helping business performance increase and creating an extraordinary level 

in the employees. Similarly, it also helps performance by providing the structure and control needed without having 

to rely on an inflexible bureaucracy that suppresses the growth of motivation and innovation.  

This shows that the implementation of national values in the management of the company causes decisions or 

policies made to be in allignment and fairness with all parties involved. One of these is the financial policy and it is 

made in a reasonable and non-discriminating manner. The values expressing this culture are equality and social 

relation where workers are seen as assets, partners, human being, and a balance between achievement and 

relationships. Building a culture of this magnitude of mutual cooperation is through exemplary management and 

socialization methods. The end result is to make the workers feel part of the company, love their jobs, and want to 

stay and support company policies (Uddin, et al., 2013; Mahdiyeh, 2016; 2014; Muksin, 2017; Padhi, 2017). 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Theory of Planned Behavior 

This theory explains that behavior determined by individuals arises because there is an intention to behave or act in a 

particular way (Ajzen, 2002). It is determined by three factors namely (1) Behavioral beliefs that are about the results 

and its evaluation, (2) Normative beliefs that are beliefs about normative expectations of others and motivation to 

meet those expectations, and (3) 3. Control beliefs which are beliefs about the existence of things that support or 

inhibit the behavior that will be displayed and their perceptions to support and hinder this behavior.  

This theory also states that a person acts based on intentions only if there is control on the behavior (Ajzen, 2002). 

This theory emphasizes the rationality of human behavior and the belief that behavioral targets are under the control 

of the individual's consciousness. Therefore, it does not only depend on one's intentions, but also on other factors that 

cannot be controlled by an individual (Ajzen, 2002). Based on this, one can see that intention is a function of three 

determinants, first is personal, the second reflects social influence, and the third is related to the problem of control 

(Ajzen, 2002).  

2.2 Socio-Cultural 

Socio-culture is a pattern in society which is bureaucratic in nature. It is organized, developed, and cultured with the 

theory of thought or the belief system and its application in everyday life. It is also described as something that 

cannot be explained by the ability of the five senses (Cicourel, 2013). Social behavior is determined by some 

stimulus that comes from self and the individual as an actor is not just a passive respondent but can also interpret the 

signal received. The society is however seen as a creative actor from social reality such that social change can occur 

and will have an impact on interactions (Rofiq, 2008). 

Social interaction is interpreted as a changing mutual relationship that involves two parties which can be some 

individuals or groups of people, to achieve certain goals. These interactions occur because of mutual understanding 

of the intent of each party in the social relations. A sense of mutual understanding can then bring about dynamic 

interaction between one party and another and the objectives of a community program will tend to improve the 

quality of life (Pribadi, 2004).  

The development of a social relationship is also explained through the goals of man who does it. When such an 

individual takes the benefits of the action, a difference that makes it more useful as a solution to social problems is 

created. Hence, communities that make use of cultural rule as the solution without considering other factors in 

solving problems will not be efficient in carrying out social activities (Darwis, 2003). 
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Culture is easily influenced by the current development, thus it is susceptible to changes from time to time and might 

cause various problems. There is a socialist nature to it in terms of the bond that creates life together 

(Sulismadi&Sofwani, 2011). However, culture includes a comprehensive understanding described and seen through 

various variables. It can also be seen as a comprehensive view of life, attitudes and values, whose development is 

associated with the efforts made to improve the ability of recovering from bad conditions and improving lives 

together establishing prosperity. In this case the social culture has a role of providing the best solutions for various 

fields of life (Widianto & Pirous, 2009). The socio-cultural role of the community is therefore the determination, 

regulation and influencing of the actions or activities of a social group to fulfill various needs, thus socio-culture is 

the determinant of the society quality. If a society is too fixated on the local social culture, it will affect behaviors in 

the community (Jahidin et al. 2012).  

2.3 Stakeholder Theory 

Stakeholder theory says that a company is not an entity that only operates for its own interests, but also provides 

benefits to shareholders, creditors, consumers, suppliers, government, society, analysts and other parties. Thus, the 

existence of a company is strongly influenced by the support of the stakeholders (Ghozali & Chariri, 2007). Deegan 

(2004) stated that stakeholder theory states that all stakeholders have the right to obtain information about company 

activities which is able to influence their decision making. Stakeholders are able to also choose not to use the 

information and may not play a direct role. This is in line with the triple bottom line reporting concept that focuses 

on the 3Ps, i.e. profit, people and the planet. This means that the existence of a business enterprise in an environment 

is not only seeking maximum profits, but also providing a high contribution to the communities around the company 

and nature that is a resource or input in the company's processes.  

Stakeholder theory takes the interests of stakeholder groups that can influence a company's strategy into 

consideration because they are that part of the company with influence on the use of economic resources in all 

activities. Similarly, Ghozali & Chariri (2007) stated that the survival of the company depends on the support of 

stakeholders which must be sought and pursued by the company's management. Stakeholders as a group or 

individual provide certain services to the company and also obtains gains from the the company. They have interest 

in the existence or activities of the company and therefore influences or gets influenced by the company's activities.  

Stakeholder theory explicitly considers the impact of company disclosure policies when there are differences in the 

company. It is used as a management tool to handle the information needs of various sectors of the company. 

Therefore, management discloses their information in order to manage stakeholders and ensure their continued 

support since this disclosure affects the survival of the company as a whole (Gray, et al., 1995). Stakeholder theory 

further stated that the company has investors and non-investors such as customers, employees, suppliers, the 

surrounding community, and the government that are interested in it (Robbins & Coulter, 2007).  

3. Discussion 

3.1 The Noble Values of the Indonesian Nation 

The noble values of the nation are efforts to reason (cognition) and behave towards something, an object, or an event 

that occured in a particular place. These can also be viewed as explicit knowledge that emerged from a long period 

and has evolved together within the community in the local system that has been experienced together. These are not 

only a person's behavioral references, but are also considered the truths that have been in tradition and are able to 

dynamize the life of a civilized society (Gobyah, 2003). Also, they are rules applied in a society which is believed to 

be true and becomes a reference in acting and behaving. Therefore, they greatly determine human dignity and values 

in their community (Geertz, 2007). They are also a form of culture that experiences a continuous reinforcement 

which makes it a better cultural manifestation that can occur.  

The nation's noble value is also a system developed by traditional communities that regulates the ethics of good and 

bad judgment. This establishment regulates customary matters that must be obeyed and has an associated sanction 

that govern it when violated. The philosophy of the republic of Indonesia is made from all these values developed in 

the community and they form the foundation of what is known as the Pancasila. Wikipedia defines Pancasila as a 

basic ideology for the Indonesian state and it the formula and guideline for the life of the nation. The precepts are 

furtger elaborated below. 

First precepts of Pancasila: Believe in one supreme God. This percept has culture value as The Indonesian nation 

believes and fears God; Indonesian people’s believe and fear God based on their respective religions and beliefs 

according to the basis of just and civilized humanity; Developing a habit of respecting and cooperating with religious 

followers having different beliefs towards God that is, having respect for fellow human beings; Fostering harmony of 
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life among fellow religious people and belief in God; Religion and belief in God Almighty is a problem that concerns 

the personal relationship of human with God;Developing mutual respect for freedom of worship in accordance with 

their respective religions and beliefs; and; Not imposing a religion and trust in God to others; 

Second precepts of Pancasila: A Just and civilized humanity. This precept has culture value as Recognizing and 

treating human beings according to their dignity as creations of God; Recognizing the equality of right and dignity, 

and basic obligations of every human being without discriminating between tribes, descendants, religions, beliefs, 

gender, social position, skin color and etc.; Developing mutual love for humans; Developing an attitude of mutual 

tolerance and impartiality; Developing a non-arbitrary attitude towards others; Upholding human values; Likeness to 

carry out humanitarian activities; Daring to defend truth and justice; The Indonesian nation feels itself as part of all 

humanity; Develop a habit of respecting and cooperating with other nations;  

Third precepts of Pancasila: The unified Indonesia. This percept has culture value as Ability to place the unity, 

togetherness, interests and safety of the nation and state above personal and group interests; Ability and willingness 

to sacrifice for the benefit of the state and the nation at large; Developing love for the homeland; Developing a sense 

of pride and nationalism in Indonesia; Maintaining world order based on freedom, eternal peace, and social justice; 

Developing Indonesian unity on the basis of Unity in Diversity; Promoting association for national unity and 

togetherness; Fourth precepts of Pancasila: The democracy As citizens and part of community, every Indonesian has 

the same position, rights and obligations; You cannot force your will on others; Prioritizing deliberation in making 

decisions for common interests; Deliberation to reach consensus is covered by a spirit of family; Respecting and 

upholding every decision reached as a result of deliberation; Have good faith and a sense of responsibility to accept 

and implement the results of deliberation decisions; In the deliberation, mutual interests above personal and group 

interests are prioritized; Deliberations are conducted with intelligence and in accordance with a noble conscience; 

Decisions taken must be responsible to God Almighty, upholding human dignity, values of truth and justice, 

prioritizing unity and togetherness for the common good; Having faith in representatives who are trusted to carry out 

consultations; 

Fifth precepts of Pancasila: Social justice for all Indonesian people. This percept has culture value as Developing 

noble deeds, which reflects attitude, kinship and mutual cooperation; Developing a fair attitude towards others; 

aintaining a balance between rights and obligations; Respecting the rights of others; Helpful to others in order to be 

able to stand alone; Do not use property rights for businesses that are extortion against others; Do not use perty rights 

for wasteful things and luxurious lifestyles; Not using property rights to conflict with or harm the public interest; 

Hardworking; Like respecting the work of thers which are beneficial to progress and mutual prosperity; Like doing 

activities to realize fairness and social justice development. 

The five Pancasila details the activities carried out by the companies which were analyzed to become reported 

information. Although the activity was not related to the Pancasila, it nonetheless approached and reflected the points 

of the Pancasila. For example, in the Pancasila Precept 1 in points 1, 2 and 3, it can be explained that the information 

gotten from the company relates to the religious background of the leadership starting from the Board of 

Commissioners and the Board of Directors to the statistics of company employees based on their religion. Items 4, 5 

and 6 explains information related to places of worship that are within the scope of corporate office areas and 

assistance provided by companies to the general public for the construction or renovation of religious facilities. Point 

7 can be explained by information made by the company relating to its strategic plan that includes words related to 

religious life, such as devotion to God Almighty, improving harmony in religious life, sustenance derived from God 

and others.  

Each point in the Pancasila precepts is analyzed below by using information disclosure. The results of analysis of 

information disclosure of company activities can be seen in table below; 

 

Table 1. Analysis of the Pancasila points into company information 

Points of Pancasila Company Disclosures 

First precept: Believe in one supreme God 

The Indonesian believes and fears God Religious information about the company's 

leadership 
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Indonesian people believe and fear God, in accordance with 

their respective religions and beliefs according to the basis of 

just and civilized humanity 

Information on employee statistics based on 

religion 

Developing a habit of respecting and cooperating between 

religious followers with different beliefs toward God; Respect 

for fellow human beings 

Information on places of worship in office 

Fostering harmony of life among fellow religious people and 

belief in God 

Information on commemorating religious 

holidays 

Religion and belief in God Almighty is a problem that 

concerns the personal relationship of human with God 

Information on company assistance towards the 

construction of religious facilities 

Developing mutual respect for freedom of worship in 

accordance with their respective religions and beliefs 

Religious information in the company's strategic 

plan 

Not imposing a religion and trust in God on others Information on the location of worship around 

the company's environment 

Second precept: Just and civilized humanity  

Recognizing and treating human beings according to their 

dignity as creations of God  

Information on career development systems in 

company reports  

Recognizing the equality of right and dignity, and basic 

obligations of every human being, without discriminating 

between tribes, descendants, religions, beliefs, gender, social 

position, skin color and etc. 

Salary and remuneration system information 

Developing mutual love for humans  Information on equal rights and obligations that 

do not discriminate 

Developing an attitude of mutual tolerance and impartiality Information on awards and sanctions 

Developing a non-arbitrary attitude towards others  Information on employee capacity building 

Upholding human values  Information on settlement of disputes with 

employees or union employees 

Actively carrying out humanitarian activities  Information on collaboration collaboration with 

other companies 

Daring to defend truth and justice  Information on the location of complaintsor 

LBH related to unrighteousness and injustice 

Indonesian nation feels itself as part of all humanity  Information on being a member or sympathizer 

of Indonesian and International humanitarian 

institutions (Unicef, Aksi Cepat Tanggap 

(ACT), Dompet Duafa, Laznas BSM, Laznas Al 

Azhar, Majelis Ta'lim Telkomsel, SADAQA, 

KAMMI Peduli House, Daily Alms Community, 

Idea Society Sharing, Successful Zakat) 

Develop a habit of respecting and cooperating with other 

nations  

Information on being a sympathizer or member 

of the Indonesian Red Cross 

Third precept: The unified Indonesia 

Ability to place the unity, togetherness and interests and 

safety of the nation and state above personal and group 

interests 

Information on the number of Indonesian 

citizens 

Able and willing to sacrifice for the benefit of the state and 

nation 

Report information on Indonesia 

Developing love for the homeland and nation Information on ceremonies commemorating 
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state holidays 

Developing a sense of pride and nationalism in Indonesia Information about company leaders from 

various religions and tribes 

Maintaining world order based on freedom, eternal peace, and 

social justice 

Information on company participation in disaster 

charity activities 

Developing Indonesian unity on the basis of Unity in 

Diversity 

Information on company compliance with 

international regulations 

Promote association for national unity and togetherness Information on cooperation with TNI or PORLI 

Fourth precept: The democracy 

As citizens and part of community, everyone has the same 

position, rights and obligations 

Information on the process of hiring employees 

who provide opportunities for Indonesian 

citizens 

You cannot force your will on others Information on decision making conducted by 

deliberation and consensus 

Prioritizing deliberation in making decisions for common 

interests 

Information on job descriptions of company 

leaders and their respective responsibilities 

Deliberation to reach consensus is covered by a spirit of 

family 

Information on opinions of public accounting 

firms and other reports 

Respecting and upholding every decision reached as a result 

of deliberation 

Information on the number of community 

complaints that were followed up 

Have good faith and a sense of responsibility to accept and 

implement the results of deliberation decisions 

Information on company policies related to 

leave rights 

In the deliberation, mutual interests above personal and group 

interests are prioritized 

Information on the existence of Tripartite 

cooperation institutions (trade unions, employers 

and government) 

Deliberations are conducted with intelligence and in 

accordance with a noble conscience 

Information on the existence of Bipartite 

cooperation institutions (trade unions and 

employers) 

Decisions taken must be responsible to God Almighty, 

upholding human dignity, values of truth and justice, 

prioritizing unity and togetherness for the common good 

Information on cooperation with religious 

Assembly institutions 

Having faith in representatives who are trusted to carry out 

consultations 

Information on cooperation with institutions or 

members of the Parlement 

Fifth precept: Social justice for all Indonesian people 

Developing noble deeds, which reflect the attitude, kinship 

and mutual cooperation 

Information on the involvement of companies in 

the social environment 

Developing a fair attitude towards others Information on company waste recycling 

activities 

Maintaining a balance between rights and obligations Information on company activities related to the 

economic development of the community 

Respecting the rights of others Information on the recognition of employee 

creativity and innovation 

Helpful to others in order to be able to stand alone Information on company slogans related to 

curroption, gratuities, extortion, efficiency and 

simplicity. 

Do not use property rights for businesses that are extortion Information on the amount of taxes, dividends 
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against others and zakat / infaq / alms 

Do not use property rights for wasteful things and luxurious 

lifestyles 

Information on the existence of a circular letter 

from the leadership regarding the procedures for 

using resources in the company environment 

Not using property rights to conflict with or harm the public 

interest 

Information on a circular letter regarding 

sanctions for theft within the company 

Hardworking Information on the existence of rewards / 

rewards for human resources who work on 

normal workloads 

Like doing activities to realize fairness and social justice 

development 

Information on cooperation with the Director 

General of Intellectual Property / Copyright 

institutions 

 

3.2 Pancasila Corporate Governance Index (PCGI) 

PCGI is used ro calculate the implementation of social values in the society using variabler eflected in the GCG. The 

disclosure of this information is observed in the company's annual report by paying attention to the language used 

and the variable calculation is conducted by measuring the information disclosure of the Pancasila precepts in the 

annual report. Classification is then computed using a data checklist and representing each answer with the 

corresponding codes. If a point of information is not in the financial statements, a score of 0 is given; however, a 

score of 1 is given if the specified information is in the annual report. Using these variables, calculations are carried 

out by researchers using the Pancasila Corporate Governance Index (PCGI).  

 

The implementation of Pancasila in Corporate Governance D ND 

First precept: believe in one supreme God   

1) Religious information about the company's leadership   

2) Information on employee statistics based on religion   

3) Information on places of worship in office   

4) Information on commemorating religious holidays   

5) Information on company assistance for the construction of religious facilities   

6) Religious information in the company's strategic plan   

7) Information on the location of worship around the company's environment   

Second precept: Just and civilized humanity    

1) Information on career development systems in company reports    

2) Salary and remuneration system information   

3) Information on equal rights and obligations that do not discriminate   

4) Information on awards and sanctions   

5) Information on employee capacity building   

6) Information on settlement of disputes with employees or union employees   

7) Information on internal collaboration or collaboration with other companies   

8) Information on the location of complaints or LBH related to unrighteousness and 

injustice 

  

9) Information on being a member or sympathizer of Indonesian and International 

humanitarian institutions 

  

10) Information on being a sympathizers or member of the Indonesian Red Cross   
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Third precept: The unity of Indonesian   

1) Information on the number of Indonesian citizens   

2) Report information on Indonesian   

3) Information on ceremonies commemorating state holidays   

4) Information about company leaders from various religions and tribes   

5) Information on company participation in disaster charity activities   

6) Information on company compliance with international regulations   

7) Information on cooperation with army and police   

Forth precept: The democracy led by understanding wisdom among honorable 

representatives from the parliament house 

  

1) Information on the process of hiring employees who provide opportunities for Indonesian 

citizens 

  

2) Information on decision making conducted by deliberation and consensus   

3) Information on job descriptions of company leaders and their respective responsibilities   

4) Information on opinions of public accounting firms and other reports   

5) Information on the number of community complaints that were followed up   

6) Information on company policies related to leave rights   

7) Information on the existence of Tripartite cooperation institutions (trade unions, 

employers and government) 

  

8) Information on the existence of Bipartite cooperation institutions (trade unions and 

employers) 

  

9) Information on cooperation with religious Assembly institutions   

10) Information on cooperation with institutions or members of the Parlemen   

Fifth precept: Social justice for all Indonesian people   

1) Information on the involvement of companies in the social environment   

2) Information on company waste recycling activities   

3) Information on company activities related to the economic development of the 

community 

  

4) Information on the recognition of employee creativity and innovation   

5) Information on company slogans related to KKN, gratuities, extortion, efficiency and 

simplicity. 

  

6) Information on the amount of taxes, dividends and zakat / infaq / alms   

7) Information on the existence of a circular letter from the leadership regarding the 

procedures for using Resources in the company environment 

  

8) Information on a circular letter regarding sanctions regarding theft within the company   

9) Information on the existence of rewards for human resources who work on normal 

workloads 

  

10) Information on cooperation with the Director General of Intellectual Property / Copyright 

institutions 

  

 

From the results of the checklist, the index of Pancasila implementation in GCG is calculated using the following 

formula: 
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     ∑  

 

   

 

Where: PCGI = Pancasila Corporate Governance Index, n = number of disclosure items 

4. Conclusion 

Pancasila as the implementation of noble values in Indonesia makes GCG easy to administer and achieve goals as 

expected. This was so because the GCG building focused on social culture in the lives of the Indonesian nation. 

PCGI is an indicator of information disclosure related to the values of social culture in the lives of people in the 

company's annual report. However, with the increase in PCGI, there are increasing social cultural values that exist in 

the lives of Indonesian and are implemented in corporate GCG. 
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